Non-Fiction

Aloian, Molly.  *What Are Bulbs and Roots?*  J 581.4 ALO
Aloian, Molly.  *What Are Stems?*  J 581.4 ALO
Barden, Helen.  *Busy Little Gardener*  J 635 BAR
Bryant, Megan.  *Berry Best Gardening Book*  J 635.9 BRY
Cornell, Kari.  *The Nitty-Gritty Gardening Book: Fun Projects*  J 635.083 COR
  For All Seasons
Gibbons, Gail.  *From Seed to Plant*  J 581.3 GIB
Glaser, Linda.  *Compost: Growing Gardens from Your Garbage*  J 635 GLA
Howell, Catherine Herbert.  *Plants*  J 580 HOW
Jordan, Helene.  *How a Seed Grows*  J 582 JOR
Kalman, Bobbie.  *Photosynthesis: Changing Sunlight Into Food*  J 572 KAL
Kalman, Bobbie.  *What Is a Plant?*  J 581 KAL
Kuskowski, Alex.  *Super Simple Salad Gardens: A Kid's*  J 635 KUS
  Guide to Gardening
Kuskowski, Alex.  *Super Simple Fairy Gardens: A Kid's*  J 635.9 KUS
  Guide to Gardening
Lawrence, Ellen.  *Amazing Plant Bodies: Tiny to Gigantic*  J 581.4 LAW
Lawrence, Ellen.  *Cooking with Sunshine: How Plants Make Food*  J 572 LAW
Lawrence, Ellen.  *Freaky Plant Facts: Extreme Greens*  J 581 LAW
Llewellyn, Claire.  *First Look at Growing Food*  J 633 LLEWELYN
Lovejoy, Sharon.  *Sunflower Houses: Garden Discoveries*  J 635 LOV
  For Children of All Ages
Morris, Ting.  *Growing Things*  J 635.9 MOR
Penny, Malcolm.  *How Plants Grow*  J 581 PEN
Rajczak Nelson.  Kristen.  *Watch Tulips Grow*  J 635.9 RAJ
Rosen, Michael.  *Down to Earth: Garden Secrets!*  J 635 DOW
  Garden Stories! Garden Projects You Can Do!
Shea, Therese.  *Watch Peas Grow*  J 635 SHE
Snyder, Inez.  *Carrots*  J 635.13 SNY
Stevens, Janet.  *Tops and Bottoms*  J 398.2 STE
Worth, Bonnie.  *Oh Say Can You Seed?*  J 580 WOR
Picture Books

E

Aliki. *Quiet in the Garden*
Ashman, Sarah. *Holly Bloom's Garden*
Ayres, Katherine. *Up, Down, and Around*
Barton, Byron. *The Little Red Hen*
Bond, Michael. *Paddington Bear in the Garden*
Brown, Peter. *The Curious Garden*
Bunting, Eve. *Flower Garden*
Butterworth, Nick. *Jasper's Beanstalk*
Carle, Eric. *The Tiny Seed*
Cole, Henry. *Jack's Garden*
Cole, Joanna. *Scholastic's the Magic School Bus Gets Planted*
Cooney, Caroline. *Miss Rumphius*
DePaola, Tomie. *Strega Nona's Harvest*
Doyle, Malachy. *Judy's Beans*
Ehlert, Lois. *Growing Vegetable Soup*
Ellis, Carson. *Du Iz Tak?*
Fleming, Candace. *Muncha, Muncha, Muncha*
Fogliano, Julie. *And Then It's Spring*
Galdone, Paul. *The Little Red Hen*
Gibbons, Gail. *The Seasons of Arnold's Apple Tree*
Godwin, Sam. *A Seed in Need: A First Look at the Plant Cycle*
Greenstein, Elaine. *Mrs. Rose's Garden*
Hall, Zoe. *It's Pumpkin Time*
Harshman, Marc. *Red Are the Apples*
Henkes, Kevin. *My Garden*
Joyce, William. *The Leaf Man and the Brave Good Bugs*
Koscielniak, Bruce. *Bear and Bunny Grow Tomatoes*
Krauss, Ruth. *The Carrot Seed*
Lareau, Kara. *Rabbit and Squirrel: A Tale of War and Pea*
Lewison, Wendy Cheyette. *My First Garden*
Lin, Grace. *The Ugly Vegetables*
Lobel, Anita. *10 Hungry Rabbits: Counting and Color*
Lobel, Arnold. *The Rose in My Garden*
McQuinn, Anna. *Lola Plants a Garden*
Miller, Pat Zietlow. *Sophie's Squash Go to School*
Nelson, Kadir. *If You Plant a Seed*
Nichols, Lori. *Maple*
Pallotta, Jerry. *The Victory Garden Alphabet Book*
Parker, Kim. *Counting in the Garden*
Perkins, Lynne Rae. *Home Lovely*
Pinfold, Levi. *Greenling*
Relf, Patricia. *The Magic School Bus Plants Seeds*
Rockwell, Anne. *Bumblebee, Bumblebee, Do You Know Me?*
Schaefer, Lola. *This Is the Sunflower*
Segal, John. *Carrot Soup*
Slater, Dashka. *Dangerously Ever After*
Smith, Lane. *Grandpa Green*
Spurr, Elizabeth. *The Gumdrop Tree*
Stewart, Sarah. *The Gardener*
Titherington, Jeanne. *Pumpkin, Pumpkin*
Udry, Janice May. *A Tree Is Nice*
Van Allsburg, Chris. *The Garden of Abdul Gasazi*
White, Linda. *Too Many Pumpkins*
Wiesner, David. *June 29, 1999*
Yaccarino, Dan. *Lawn to Lawn*
Zoehfeld, Kathleen Weidner. *Secrets of the Garden: Food Chains and the Food Web in Our Backyard*